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Abstract Organizations are deploying wireless based online paymentapplications
to expand their business globally, it increases the growingneed of regulatory re-
quirements for the protection of confidential data, and especially in internet based
financial areas. Existing internet based authentication systems often use either the
Web or the Mobile channel individually to confirm the claimedidentity of the re-
mote user. The vulnerability is that access is based on only single factor authenti-
cation which is not secure to protect user data, there is a need of multifactor au-
thentication. This paper proposes a new protocol based on multifactor authentica-
tion system that is both secure and highly usable. It uses a novel approach based
on Transaction Identification Code and SMS to enforce another security level with
the traditional Login/password system. The system provides a highly secure envi-
ronment that is simple to use and deploy with in a limited resources that does not
require any change in infrastructure or underline protocolof wireless network. This
Protocol for Wireless Payment is extended as a two way authentications system to
satisfy the emerging market need of mutual authentication and also supports secure
B2B communication which increases faith of the user and business organizations on
wireless financial transaction using mobile devices.
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1 Introduction

Online banking, one of the fastest growing internet based activity which increases
flexibility to the users to make their utility payments worldwide and also increases
the business of the organizations universally. It is so popular that the criminals are
well aware of it and it is major revenue making source for criminals. The fundamen-
tal requirement of any online banking applications is a security to protect users con-
fidential data. Financial institutions providing online services and offering Internet-
based products should use secure and efficient methods of authentication to protect
data of their customers. Accessing today’s web-based services always requires a
username and password to authenticate the user identity. This is a significant vul-
nerability since the password can be captured by the man in the middle attack and
later used for making illegal access to the users account. The user authentication
method used by current online payment systems is not adequate and secure. Thus
it is possible for an unscrupulous user to use credit card number or account details
stolen from valid user. Financial agencies considered single-factor authentication
is not sufficient for user authentication and insecure for high-risk financial transac-
tions which involve access to customer information or the online fund transfer to
other parties using web browsers or cell phones/PDA [1, 2].

The single factor authentication does not support all the security requirements, ma-
jor drawbacks of single factor authentication are:

1. System relies on password authentication only.

2. Easily deducible with public domain cracking software utilities.

3. Weakness of the system: Password is encrypted and Needs totraverse insecure
medium (Interception and decryption).

4. This makes it vulnerable to passive attacks.

5. Rigid and strict password requirements, so difficult to remember passwords and
this leads to storing of an e-copy of the password on the computer at easily ac-
cessible locations.

In order to support our claim single factor authentication is vulnerable to various
attacks. We would like to highlight the key points of the published guidelines of
FFIEC (Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council).The FFIEC Council is
a formal interagency body empowered to prescribe uniform principles, standards,
and report forms for the federal examination of financial institutions. They intro-
duced a various points related to need of stronger authentication for Internet bank-
ing services as mentioned in [3]:
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• Financial institutions must use the guidance by FFIEC for evaluating and imple-
menting authentication systems and practices

• Financial institutions thus offering internet based products must have reliable and
secure methods to authenticate users

• Risk assessment must be conducted to identify types and levels of risk associated
with their particular internet finance related product

So, we need Multifactor Authentication technique to secureour web transactions
and to increase faith of users on mobile financial transactions. In this proposed work
we are introducing new authentication system which is secure and highly usable,
based on multifactor authentication approach. It uses a novel approach to create an
authentication system based on TICs (Transaction Identification code) and SMS to
enforce an extra security level over the traditional login in a username/password
context. Al-Qayedi et al.[4] have also proposed the use of SMS to implement secure
login session but have not used TICs in their protocol. TICs are user specific unique
transaction identification codes which are issued by banks or financial institutions
to their users. This code is similar to One Time Password (OTP) but provide more
secure authentication to the transactions and one TIC code is used only once. This
work also suggests an encryption/decryption technique that would be used to keep
TICs as secret codes on cell phones/PDA. The user can easily pick up a TIC (from
the stored list of TICs) to initiate secure web transaction using cell phones/PDAs,
instead of remembering and typing a complicated TIC code in each transaction.
This protocol is extended to introduce mutual authentication by two way authenti-
cation system i.e. the company or service provider is authenticated to the user along
with the authentication of user to the financial institution. In two way authentication
business organizations can also adopt this proposed systemfor their B2B mutual
communication. The proposed protocol can also implementedin B2B communi-
cation with very slight modification to it. It enforces the strong security over the
existing system to protect the business communication overthe insecure networks.

The paper is structured as follows: Section two reviews the related work on e-
payment systems. Section three introduces the Multifactorauthentication approach.
Section four presents our protocol for Wireless Payment including the system design
and architecture for secure web authentication. Section five presents the architecture
of the two way authentication scheme and its functional components. In Section six,
we discuss some implementation issues. In section seven, security analysis demon-
strates the resistance of the protocol against various internet threats. Section eight
shows various advantages of this new system followed by someconclusion in sec-
tion nine.
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2 Background and Related Work

According to Gao et al.[5], mobile payment refers to wireless-based electronic
payment for m-commerce to support point-of-sale/point-of-service (POS) payment
transactions using mobile devices. In general, m-payment systems can be used by
wireless-based merchants, content vendors and information and service providers to
process and support payment transactions driven by wireless-based commerce appli-
cations. As discussed in [2], the existing m-payment systems can be classified into
three major types. The first type is account-based payment systems which can be
mobile phone-based, smart card or credit-card m-payment systems [6, 7, 8, 9, 24].
Second type of m-payment system refers to the mobile POS payment systems by
which customers can purchase products on vending machines or at retail stores with
their mobile devices. The third type is E-wallets or E-cash which stores digital cash,
which has been transferred from a credit card, debit card or virtual check inside
their e-wallets. This payment system is designed to complement existing credit and
debit card systems for mobile users and can be either automated POS payments or
attended POS payments [7, 9].An example of mobile POS payment system is Ultras
M-Pay (http://www.ultra.si/).

2.1 Secure Electronic Transaction (SET)

The Secure Electronic Transaction is an open protocol specification developed for
credit card transactions over internet. Although SET has been designed to operate
in a wired infrastructure [10, 11, 12] its transaction flow and implementation of
security are of interest to us since it can also be employed ina wireless scenario
[10]. As referred to [10] basic transaction flow under SET protocol is:

1. The consumer accesses the merchant’s web site, browses the goods on display
and selects what he or she wants and gets the total cost of all chosen items in-
cluding taxes and shipping costs.

2. The system asks for payment method and the consumer chooses to pay through
a credit card using SET.

3. Digital Wallet is special software used to enter credit card information.

4. After getting details of customer payment the merchant contacts the merchants
Bank for customer authorization and payment.

5. Merchant Bank will contact the customers Bank for the sameand get approval
of payment.
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6. Merchant will notify, if transaction is successful.

7. A few seconds later, there is a confirmation to the customerthat this order has
been processed.

SET is a good example of a protocol which does not provide secure user authen-
tication. Generally, implementation of SET uses SSL-basedmethods, which is not
completely secure [13].
Some disadvantages of SET are:

1. SET is designed for wired networks and does not meet all thechallenges of wire-
less network.

2. SET protocol worked in the traditional model of payment data , so an end-to-end
security mechanism was required.

3. Direction of transaction flow in SET. In SET transactions are carried out between
Customer Agent and Merchant. It is vulnerable to attacks like transaction/balance
modification by Merchant.

4. The transaction flow is from Customer to Merchant so all thedetails of the users
credit cards/debit cards must flow via the merchants side. Itincreases the users
risk, since data can be copied and used later to access a customer account without
authorization.

5. There is no notification to the Customer from the customersBank after the suc-
cessful transfer. The user has to logon to their Bank online portal in order to get
transaction and payment detail.

6. SET is only for card (credit or debit) based transactions.Account based transac-
tions are not included.

3 Multifactor Authentication Approach

Multifactor Authentication is a technique for users to authenticate themselves using
two or more authentication, generally this method has been implemented for large
devices which are more capable in terms of power and processing capabilities, some
commonly available systems uses combination of something the user possesses such
as a security token (e.g., USB dongle or security smart card), and something the user
knows (e.g., password). Another very popular multifactor authentication technique
is Biometrics. The major draw back of Biometric approaches is that it requires large
systems to implement with very high power and processing capability with high im-
plementation and deployment cost.
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The proposed work suggests that Multifactor Authentication technique can be im-
plemented in secure web transactions using cell phones. Thebest way to implement
the multifactor authentication approach without any extrahardware and extra cost
is to use two separate communication channels to confirm the identity of the user.

3.1 Multifactor Authentication Techniques

In the present work, we propose a multifactor authentication technique based on
TICs and SMS confirmation.

3.1.1 TIC Authentication

TIC code authenticates the wireless transaction to allow server access. It is a tech-
nique which verifys both the user and the ongoing transaction. A TIC code certifies
that the current transaction has been initiated by the rightperson and that its a valid
user who is trying to access his/her account.
TIC codes are:

• Issued by the Bank or Financial Institution to its customers.

• A 32 bit or 64 bit Pseudo Randomly generated code which are assigned to the
customers.

• May be a complicated digit sequence or combination of numeric and alpha nu-
meric characters.

• One time code, each transaction will use unique TIC code for authentication.

The TIC codes are most sensitive data for any financial transactions, so we are stor-
ing TICs in encrypted format on users cell phone. The key to decrypt the TIC before
making any online web transaction is a local password on cellphone and only valid
cell phone owner will know the password. This password is a local password and
user can change it easily time to time to keep protection. TheBank or Financial
institutions are responsible for TIC generation and distribution to their customers.
The TIC generation logic is strictly confidential and limited to the only responsible
authorized staff of the organization. The financial organizations will also maintain
the authentication server to record the issued TICs to the users and matches the same
code for each receive transaction and cancel the used TIC after successful transac-
tion, so that each TIC will be used only once, [14] also recommended that financial
institutions should decide the validity time period for TICs according to its standard
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organizational issuing policies, this method decrease therisk of fraud with the very
old TICs.

3.1.2 SMS Authentication

The Bank or Financial institution stores user cell number tosend SMS to their cus-
tomers for their transaction confirmation. Cellular network uses separate channel to
send and receive SMS over wireless medium [4]. Here we assumethat users carry
their cell phone with them regularly and therefore can receive the short message and
reply SMS to confirm or deny their financial transaction. As a result, only valid users
will receive SMS from the authentication server. After getting the SMS, a user can
acknowledge the choices. When the authentication server receives “YES” it knows
that the user is valid and that the user has approved their initiated transaction.
So, Multifactor Authentication is used to verify the user and the transaction by using
following steps as referred to [14]:

1. Web-Based Basic Authentication: Firstly, the user will access web server using
their assigned web-based username/password for basic authentication.

2. TIC Authentication: After successful authentication ofthe user using user-
name/password, the web server will demand for a TIC code fromthe web user
as a second authentication when user will initiate any financial transaction. Now
user will decrypt and insert one time TIC code to uniquely identify his/her trans-
action and prove his/her identity to the web Authenticationserver.

3. SMS Confirmation: After the successful TIC code authentication, the third au-
thentication will take place, a SMS confirmation is a final approval to their initi-
ated online transactions.

The security of the system also depends on the security of themessages sent
by SMS and WAP, which are encrypted and protected with A5/3 Algorithm [15].
The user will get a SMS with the required details which are essential to identify
and recognize the users initiated transaction. By this SMS,a user will confirm their
transaction by “YES” or “NO”. Transaction will be committedon server only if the
user chooses “YES” and Rollback in case of “NO”. As refer to [14], in next section
we are focusing on proposed protocol based on above recommended authentication
techniques.

4 Secure Web Authentication Protocol

The data flow and architecture, based on Multifactor Authentication techniques, is
described in this section.
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Fig. 1 Architecture of Multifactor secure Web Authentication Protocol using Mobile Devices

4.1 Architecture of Secure Web Authentication Protocol

Figure 1 shows high level architecture of protocol for a secure web authentication
using small wireless mobile devices like cell phone/PDA. Figure 2 shows more de-
tailed pictorial representation of transactions of protocol.

The basic function of this protocol starts when user initiates payment or fund trans-
fer process using their cell phone/ PDA. It is highly recommended to use separate
authentication server to implement the protocol and increase security. Step by step
processes of using the proposed system are given below:

BTS - Base Transceiver Station, MSC - Mobile Switching Centre, SMSC - Short
Message Service Centre

1. User will get their secure login/password details from bank or financial institu-
tion when they make contract with financial institution to open their account.
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Fig. 2 Multifactor secure Web Authentication Protocol- Transaction Flow

Financial Institution is also responsible to distribute the TICs to their customers,
authorized person will make initial setup to their customers cell phones/PDA and
install TIC codes with internal encryption.

2. The user will login using a Username/Password on Bank web server through
GPRS connection and web-based username/password is a basicauthentication
used to identify the user to the web server.

3. After successful basic authentication the user will get an option to initiate trans-
action with a welcome message and secure session id. We have considered three
modes of payment: Credit Card, Electronic transfer and Debit Card.

4. The user will select mode of payment. In case of credit cardbased payment pro-
tocol demand valid credit card number.

5. The user will insert the details of payment by filling in a simple form with de-
tails such as the merchants account number, invoice number or account number
to which an amount has to be transferred.

6. User can not submit online transaction without TIC code. As we have already
mentioned in Sect. 3.1, TIC is a one time code and user will insert a TIC code
from the stored list of TIC codes. Note that TICs are passwordprotected on the
cell phone and this password will be used to open the list of TIC codes and de-
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crypt the selected one before using it in ongoing transaction.

7. Complete transaction with an attached TIC will be furtherencrypted and sub-
mitted to the server for processing. Here we are suggesting hybrid encryption
technique to encrypt the transaction details, more detailson cryptography imple-
mented in the proposed system are mentioned in Sect. 4.2.

8. On the server side, banks authentication server decryptsthe received transaction
and extracts a TIC code. The server verifies the TIC sent by theuser by com-
paring it to its stored list of TICs in the user account information at the server
database. If both TICs matched, it cancels the used TIC from its database and
goes to the next step. If no TIC matched with the database thenthe authenti-
cation server will deny any further user transaction and transmit an appropriate
error message to the user.

9. If TIC authentication is successful, a authorization server will generate a text
SMS and send to the SMS Gateway/Adapter to transmit it over the cellular net-
work. Cellular network uses SMSC as a backbone device of the network to de-
liver a SMS to the user cell phone. The user will acknowledge to the server to
verify his/her web transaction.

10. The user will confirm his/her initiated transaction by replying a SMS with
“YES”, or deny it by choosing “NO”, by sending a confirmation SMS.

In the above module all the transactions from client to server or vice versa are
strictly in an encrypted format. An Encryption and decryption module is installed
on the users cell phone/PDA and on server side environment. Moreover, unlike SET,
at no stage does the user have to supply personal informationto the merchant. The
cryptography module is discussed in more detail in next sub section.

4.2 Cryptography and Key Management

The most effective solution for secure communication over wireless networks is
to employ an end-to-end security approach. End to end security can be achieved
with the help of strong cryptography techniques. Public keyencryption techniques
is very popular encryption method and used in many application areas like applica-
tion data security, operating systems security, network security and Digital Rights
Management (DRM) are some examples. Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
is an organization formed to decide standards for Internet and mobile platforms for
cellular network environment. Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) is also widely ac-
cepted in cellular network environment to make secure communication in wireless
networks. As mentioned in [17] public-key encryption needsmore computation and
processing time in comparison of symmetric-key encryption. Therefore, public-key
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encryption is not always suitable in large amount of data communication. How-
ever, public-key encryption is used to exchange a symmetrickey, which can be later
used for further encryption of data. This approach uses combination of above two
techniques in encryption and adopted by various security protocols and it is called
hybrid encryption schemes [16, 17, 18].

AES Rijndael Encryption Algorithm has been referred in the proposed system
[30, 31]. AES Rijndael algorithm uses iterated block cipher, it produces output after
multiple transformation of input block and cipher key. It supports variable-length
block using variable-length keys; a 128, 192, or 256-bit keywhich can be used to
encrypt data blocks that are 128, 192, or 256 bits long. All nine combinations of
key and block lengths are possible[30, 31]. AES Rijndael algorithm was designed
to have the following characteristics:

• Algorithm is secure against all known attacks

• It perform operations at good speed over huge platforms, code is also small

• Design is simple

The AES Rijandael implementation was taken from the Legion of the Bouncy Cas-
tle cryptographic package [28] which provides a Java implementation for the algo-
rithm.We have used block size of 16 bytes processed with 128-bit keys: this proved
to be the best combination for operation on J2ME devices due to the speed and
memory limitation of such devices [19].

4.2.1 Cipher Key Management

Securing the communication between client and server is ourprimary concern. For
this reason we have implemented a hybrid encryption scheme over wireless medium.
As referred to [19], we have used a session-key management mechanism where the
encryption / decryption keys are randomly generated for every client session. This
mechanism works as follows: the server uses a 128-bit key. Atthe start of user ses-
sion the server randomly generates one secret key (128 bits)and stores it in the
users specific entry in the database. The server then encrypts the session key using
the client’s 128 bit shared secret logic known to the client and the server. Session
key is transmitted to the client after encryption.

A TIC code is used to encrypt all the transaction details of the customer before sub-
mission to the server, and then the TIC code itself is encrypted with a secret key
which is generated by the server and transmitted to the user after a successful lo-
gin.The client decrypts this secret key and uses this further to encrypt the TIC code
before transmission to the server. On server side same secret key is stored which
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Fig. 3 Storing of Shared Information on Client Environment

decrypts the TIC code, then matches the TIC code with the issued TICs to the cus-
tomer If this TIC matches with the database then it will be next used to decrypt the
other transaction details which were encrypted by an identical TIC at the user end
otherwise transaction would be denied.

Another important issue that must be addressed is securing the storage of the shared
secret on the client and server. On the server, this shared secret is stored in the
database, which we have assumed to be secured by the databasemanagement sys-
tem, operating system with secure firewalls and other computer security policies.
Reference [19], also explain that securing the shared secret on the client machine
involves big risk since these are small devices that can evenbe stolen. We used
the following mechanism to protect the shared secret on the client environment:The
shared secret key is stored in an encrypted format on the cellphone/PDA, in the
Keys Java class in the application’s JAR file. As shown in Fig.3, the shared secret
is encrypted by the client’s 128 bits pin code, since AES requires that the key length
is 128 bits [19].

In case of the banking application, at the time of subscription to the mobile banking
service, it is the responsibility of the service manager to encrypt the shared secret
with the client’s pin code when the application is distributed, and to store the shared
secret on the mobile phone/PDA.Furthermore, to enhance thesecurity of code on
the client, the Java classes in the MIDlet JAR file are obfuscated to protect the code
from byte code de-compilers. The obfuscator we used is the Retroguard obfuscator
v1.1 [29].

In proposed protocol TIC codes are most sensitive data whichare stored on cell
phone/ PDA. To maintain the security we have proposed that TICs are stored on the
cell phone/PDA in an encrypted format and password protected as shown in Fig. 4.
The user will insert local password of TICs to open the list ofTICs and can select
any TIC from the list to initiate financial transaction. Thisselection of TIC automat-
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Fig. 4 TIC Protection at Client Environment

ically decrypts the selected TIC and displays it on the usersscreen. This selection
will also remove the selected TIC from the list of TICs at client environment. Local
password of TIC is the key for decryption of TIC and known to the user only. Even
the server at the financial institution is unaware of this key. It can be changed at any
moment according to the convenience of the user. The local Encryption and decryp-
tion of TIC is also based on the AES symmetric key algorithm. AES cryptographic
algorithm is best suited for the small devices; it enhanced the performance of cryp-
tographic processing speed over small hand held devices instead of degrading the
device performance.
However, there are several instances when we require a two-way authentication. In
the following section we present the protocol for mutual authentication [14].

5 System for Two Way Authentication

After having analyzed the Secure Electronic Transaction (SET), on-line payments
[9, 10, 13] and having taken into consideration the constraints of the wireless in-
frastructure, we developed the secure protocol for Wireless Payment, supportive of
one-way authentication in the previous section. In reference to [10], we extend the
protocol to support two-way authentication in the present section. In this architec-
ture (Fig. 5) we have considered five major components with certain roles:

1. User: A user is a valid account holding customer of the bank,
2. Customer Agent (CA): A CA is a software module which is running on the cus-

tomers mobile device,
3. Merchant Agent (MA): An MA is an online service provider and merchant web-

site by which users do online purchasing,
4. Customers Bank: This is the bank at which the user has a valid account, it also

contains the authentication server necessary to authenticate the user,
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Fig. 5 Protocol for Wireless Payment: Two Way Authentication System

5. Merchant Bank: This is the bank in which the merchant has a valid account, the
merchant Bank is also responsible for authenticating the merchant.

As referred to [10, 14] the two way Authentication protocol functions when the
Merchant and Customer perform some commerce and Merchant generates an in-
voice statement for Customer to settle payment and it performs all authentication
process for the other party. To implement the present scenario we have assumed all
the participating financial institutions has business contract and bound with legal
terms and conditions to give services to their customers. Figure 5, demonstrates the
step by step flow of the payment transactions.

1. The MA generates an invoice and sends the Merchants encrypted banking infor-
mation and authentication certificate with the invoice details to the CA.

2. The CA requests for authentication of Merchant to its Bankwith the Merchant
bank details, the merchant account details and a Merchant authentication certifi-
cate provided by the MA.

3. The Customer Bank forwards the Merchant details with the authentication cer-
tificate to the Merchant bank for authentication of the merchant.

4. The Merchant Bank sends a positive or a negative acknowledgement to the Cus-
tomer Bank which confirms the validity of the Merchant or invalidates the Mer-
chant.

5. In case of validation, the Customers bank sends a PositiveACK to the CA and
goes to step 6. If the Merchant certificate is not valid, the Customer Bank will
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notify the CA with that information. If Customer Bank receives a negative or sus-
picious acknowledgement of the Merchant it simply rejects the user transaction
with valid security reason.

6. To initiate a payment process, secure web authenticationprotocol will be used to
authenticate the customer. As mentioned in Sect. 4.1, secure web authentication
protocol includes TIC validation and SMS confirmation as a part of secure cus-
tomer authentication.

7. After getting a successful SMS confirmation from the customer, the Customer
Bank will start transferring of amount to the Merchant Bank and after successful
transfer also generate a payment notification for the Merchant Bank as well as to
the customer with the required transaction detail.

8. As a final step Merchant bank will send a confirmation of the received payment
from the customer to the MA with relevant details, such as invoice number, cus-
tomer id and amount received. So that, the Merchant can shipped the purchased
goods to the customer.

Protocol for secure web authentication secures the financial transactions between
customer and customers Bank and preserves customers confidential data from the
third party. As referred to [10] we also do not route payment transaction data via the
MA. As a result, the security of the system is less susceptible to attack. Customer
payment information and personal data are no longer available to the merchant di-
rectly and thus those details cannot be altered by the merchant.

In the next sub section we have presented complete transaction flow of the protocol,
which is presented in the form of sequence diagrams. These details are required in
order to perform a complete threat analysis of the proposed system.

5.1 Transaction Flow of Protocol

There are four sequence diagrams to demonstrate the step by step transaction flow
of the proposed system. We have considered five major components in describing
transaction flow of proposed system:

1. Customer Agent (CA)
2. Customer Bank (CB)
3. Customer Bank Authentication Server (CBAS)
4. Merchant Bank (MB)
5. Merchant Agent (MA)
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Fig. 6 First Authentication of User to the Bank

5.1.1 First Authentication of User to the Bank Authentication Server

1. The user (CA) visits the website of the merchant to purchase goods online and
chooses a payment option from the website.

2. The merchant web server (MA) generates invoice details and the merchant bank
information with the merchant authorization certificate and sends to the CA in
an encrypted format. We have discussed an encryption/decryption technique in
Sect. 4.2. The same technique is useful to transmit merchantcertificate infor-
mation in an encrypted manner so that no one but CA can use it for merchant
authentication. Note that cell phone has standard encryption/decryption capabil-
ities to access and transfer data over the wireless cellularnetworks.

3. The user (CA) generates http request to their bank web server to initiate payment
transaction.

4. The CB web server displays secure login page to logon on theweb server.

5. The user can login using their user id and secret password known to them. Be-
fore transmitting users login details from client to serverthey will be encrypted
using public key cryptography which is implemented on bank server by standard
security mechanism. For more information on the public key cryptography refer
to [16, 14].

6. The user details will be forwarded to the bank authentication server. Note that to
maintain strong security mechanism we have recommended that the bank should
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Fig. 7 Two Way Authentication

maintain separate authentication server.

7. At authentication server users login data will be decrypted and matched with the
secure database records of the customer. On success it generates random session
key which will be encrypted by shared secret logic as mentioned in Sect. 4.2.

8. The customer bank (CB) will send general textual welcome message and session
id to track the user session with the secret session key received from CBAS to
the user (CA). If the user authentication fails then it sendsinvalid login message
to the user.
After successful login two way authentications take place as mentioned in Sect.
5.1.2.

5.1.2 Two Way Authentication - Authentication of Merchant to the
Customer

9. The user (CA) will send the request to the users bank for merchant authentication
before making payment to MB. The CA will forward received merchant details
to authenticate the merchant.

10. Here we have assumed that the customer banks (CBs) and themerchant banks
(MBs) have business model and they are linked to each other with the legal terms
and conditions with standard policies decided by their business organizations.
So, the CB will make a request to the merchant’s bank to authenticate the mer-
chant. Each merchant has legal authorization certificate which has been issued by
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Fig. 8 Second Authentication of User to the Bank

their banks or some centralized financial institutions to authenticate the merchant
services.

11. The MB will acknowledge a request for the merchant authentication after match-
ing details of merchant provided by the CB. Acknowledgementmay be positive
or negative depending on the validity of the merchant certificate.

12. The CB will forward the received acknowledgement of the merchant authentica-
tion to the user (CA). Note that if MB would provide negative acknowledgement
then the CB simply terminates the user transaction with valid security reason and
if CB receives positive acknowledge from the MB then it is assumed that the
merchant is valid and user can go forward to make payment.

To initiate payment it will run multifactor secure web authentication protocol as
mentioned in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. Detailed explanation of the transaction flows of
this protocol is mentioned in Sect. 5.1.3.

5.1.3 Second Authentication of User to the Bank Authentication Server

13. The user (CA) will select the mode of payment to make payment. Here we have
considered three basic modes of payment: Electronic Transfer, Credit Card or
Debit Card.
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14. Selection of payment method generates an entry form withappropriate fields.

15. The user will fill the details of transaction by filling simple entries like amount,
account number to which amount has to be transferred, if there is a merchant pay-
ment it automatically selects invoice number and other merchant details which
was given by the merchant.

16. The user (CA) will insert the TIC code by opening the list of TICs stored at client
environment. Note that:

• The TICs are stored on the cell phone/PDA in an encrypted format and pass-
word protected.

• The user will insert local password of TICs to open the list ofTICs and can
select any TIC from the list.

• This selection of TIC automatically decrypts the selected TIC and displays it
on the user’s screen. This selection will also remove the selected TIC from the
list of TICs at client environment.

• Local password of TICs is a key for decryption of TIC and knownto the user
only, even server at financial institution is unaware of thiskey.

• Transmission of TIC from CA to CB is strictly in an encrypted format as re-
ferred to Sect. 4.2.

17. The bank server will forward the received TIC to the CBAS for TIC authentica-
tion and CBAS decrypts the received encrypted TIC to match with its database.

18. The CBAS server will match the received TIC with the assigned list of TICs to
the user. If the match succeeds it delete the used TIC from itsdatabase and send
message to the CB server. On unsuccessful match it sends denial message to the
bank server.

19. If a received TIC matches with the assigned list of TICs tothe user, the bank
server generates acknowledgement to the user with message to wait for a SMS.
If TIC does not match with the users assigned list of TICs thenit denies the
current transaction and sends a message to the user that transaction is cancelled
because of invalid TIC.
After successful match of the TIC the user is free to close thecurrent user ses-
sion or make new financial transaction. The next step is SMS confirmation, the
authentication server will generate a SMS destined to the user, as discussed in
Sect. 5.1.4.
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Fig. 9 Third Authentication of User to the Bank by SMS Confirmation

5.1.4 Third Authentication of the user and transaction by SMS
confirmation to the Bank Authentication Server

20. The CBAS will send a SMS with transaction details for the confirmation of trans-
action by the user.

21. The user will reply to SMS by choosing “YES” or “NO”. A SMS reply “YES”
means user is valid and confirming their transaction. A SMS reply “NO” means
user is denying their transaction.

22. If the bank authentication server receives “YES” from the user’s SMS confir-
mation, it generates a notification of payment to the user andcommits the users
transaction.

23. The bank server will also send a notification of payment tothe MB with invoice
number and other required customer information.

24. The MB is responsible for sending notification of paymentreceived from the
customer to the merchant. Notification includes details of payment like invoice
number and other required customer information.

25. If the CBAS receives “NO” from user’s SMS, it immediatelyrolls back the cur-
rent user transaction and sends a notification of cancellation of transaction to the
CA.

Communication between the Customer Bank and the Merchant Bank is also on-
line exchange of data which involves risk of many types on internet based attacks.
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In order to make secure communication between the two business entities we must
maintain secure channel with strong security credentials.Although in present sce-
nario organizations are actively participating in implementation of security to pro-
tect their B2B communication, also organizations are very much aware of time to
time improvement of their security system to protect their confidentiality. A sug-
gested protocol in Sect. 4.1 can also be implemented in B2B communication but
without SMS confirmation module. If the business units use TIC codes as a special
one-time token to uniquely authenticate their every mutualtransaction, they will get
more secure financial transaction over the existing one. Bank servers have strong
processing unit and large storage capabilities, so there isno restriction to maintain
TICs in their database. It is recommended that banks should use separate TIC for-
mat to authenticate their B2B transactions. When bank initiate fund transfer to other
bank it will insert TIC code as a one time token in their transactions and encrypt the
complete financial details and transmit it to the server of other banking unit. At the
server side it decrypts the received transaction and compares the TIC with the stored
TICs in their database corresponding to bank branch who initiated the transaction.
On each successful transaction both the business unit will cancel the used TIC from
their database. Business organizations can easily implement this protocol with their
existing infrastructure without replacing any of their existing security models and
use existing encryption/decryption techniques which theyhave been using so far in
their mutual communication, only addition of one field for TIC code is required to
implement the proposed system. There is no SMS confirmation required because
it is not feasible to implement in B2B communication, as wellas there are very
less chances of fraud or unauthorized access to the businessdata. Business units are
generally trusted parties and bound in legal terms and conditions of association of
financial authority.

The two-way authentication protocol addresses several shortcomings of the SET :

• Data that is vital for the user is never available to the merchant in an unencrypted
manner and merchant will not have access to any customers confidential infor-
mation.

• Secure Credit Card based transaction supported over SET. Only Credit Card
owner can initiate transaction, if any unauthorized persongains access to your
Credit Card information and try to initiate transaction with your Credit Card
number then this protocol will deny this transaction because TIC authentication
and SMS confirmation would not be present in fraudulent transaction.

• Set supports only card based financial transactions but using this protocol users
are free to make direct account based fund transfer using Electronic Transfer.

Protocol is secure from various internet based attacks and also protects users from
unauthorized access if they lost their cell phone or their phone is stolen. The detail
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security analysis of the system is mentioned in Sect. 7.

The actual implementation requires elaboration of some specific technologies which
are discussed in the next section.

6 Implementation Issues

J2ME is the preferred development platform the portabilityof Java code, the Java
phone can process data locally which reduces the network traffic, and the capability
to establish a new security policy on the client that will encrypted only sensitive
data rather than encrypting complete transaction data. It also makes effective power
utilization in limited power devices [23]. Also, J2ME mobile information device
applications (MIDlets) can make use of, the WAP to perform HTTP network con-
nection, without requiring TCP/IP [19]. J2ME provides a feasible solution to the
traditional security gap in the WAP gateway. The security gap is due to the security
protocol conversion mechanism ; the security gap is betweenWAP gateway with
the secure sockets layer (SSL) encryption and the WAP wireless transport layer se-
curity (WTLS) encryption protocols. Due to this protocol conversion data would be
available in an unencrypted format during the switching process of protocols, which
increases the risks to the confidentiality of data in the gateway [19, 14, 22].

6.1 J2ME Overview

J2ME provides the ability of servers to accept a new set of clients: cell phones,
two-way pagers, and palmtops. These devices can be programmed using the mo-
bile information device profile (MIDP), a set of Java APIs which, together with the
connected limited device configuration (CLDC) provide a complete Java runtime
environment [23, 33]. The J2ME supports many powerful features of the Java pro-
gramming language as a light-weight virtual machine (KVM) ,it also provides a
secure and easy execution environment for mobile devices [23].

6.2 Simulation

Our simulation of client applications have used Sun J2ME Wireless Toolkit con-
sisting of build tools, utilities and a device emulator. It also includes the standard
APIs like Limited Device Configuration (CLDC), Mobile Information Device Pro-
file (MIDP), Wireless Messaging API (WMA), PDA Optional Packages for the
J2ME Platform, J2ME Web Services Specification etc. The authentication server
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is based on J2EE technology with web server Apache Tomcat anddatabase Oracle
9i with Jserver capabilities.

6.2.1 Session Management

Various strategies have been developed to track client sessions on HTTP,a stateless
protocol; the most popular of these are the use of cookies andURL rewriting [19].
The Java Servlet API are used to create the HttpSession object, which maintain ses-
sion for each user at web server. We have used cookies to keep track on user sessions.
To group HTTP request or response in a current active sessions cookie interchange
mechanism is used. Each MIDlet client request to the web server explicitly contains
a session cookie back. Server creates a new session using theHttpSession object,
it sends the JSESSIONID cookie in the ”SET-COOKIE” responseheader. The MI-
Dlet client uses getHeaderField method on the HttpConnection object to extract the
coookie, and use it further with the every HTTP request to keep track on session
[19].

The initial setup of the cell phone/ PDA to connect with the bank financial server in-
cludes the Customer Agent (CA) installation with shared secret key. Once a phone is
active to connect to the server user can store the TIC codes. The bank authority is re-
sponsible for TIC codes generation at the financial institution server and distribution
of TICs to the customer and encryption of TICs before storingthem on the client
environment. TIC codes are pseudo random codes and can be generated with pseudo
random number generation algorithm as mentioned in [20, 21,14]. TIC generation
logic is strictly confidential at the web authentication server and we are assuming
that the banks will update TIC generation data regularly andtime to time improve
TIC generation algorithms to maintain confidentiality. Users demand for TICs as per
their requirement as suggested in Sects. 3.1 and 4.1. The authorized person of the
financial institution is responsible for the distribution of TICs to the user cell phone
via simple data cable and distribution process includes theencryption of TICs for
security reasons. At server side, we have assumed that TICs are stored in database
and there is a strong security of Database management system(supported by Oracle
9i) and operating system with secure firewalls to protect server side data.

The small cost analysis of the proposed system shows that implementation of
this protocol will not increase expenses of users significantly. This protocol can
be easily implemented and executed on the current expenses charged by financial
institution to the users to perform online payments or with very less addition to the
current charge of online payment. Basically, cost model of the suggested protocol
depends mostly on the policies that financial institutions adopt for implementing this
protocol. Implementation does not require many infrastructure change or wireless
protocol modifications so it will not put extra cost to the financial institutions or
wireless network service providers.
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7 Analysis of Various Internet Threats

The proposed protocol is capable of handling various internet threats like phishing,
loss of cell phone etc. In this section we present a detailed analysis of our system
under various threats. In each case we analyze the information that an attacker may
have and the specific points in the protocol where the attacker would fail to proceed
with a fraudulent transaction.

7.1 Security against Phishing

Phishing fraud has become a popular technique for user identity theft. Phishers
fraudulently acquire sensitive information of users such as passwords and credit
card details to gain unauthorized access to the user’s confidential financial data and
perform illegal transfer of funds. Phishing is generally carried out using email or an
instant message or via phone contact.Once this informationis acquired, the phishers
may use a person’s details to create fake accounts in a victim’s name, ruin a victim’s
credit, or even prevent victims from accessing their own accounts.

The protocol proposed in this paper is secure against phishing attacks. A multi-
factor secure protocol for user authentication has capability to secure the user data
and maintain integrity, confidentiality and access controlfrom malware access. To
understand the origin of this security we have considered below scenarios.

7.1.1 If Phishers fraudulently acquires user id and secret password

This is a general scenario of phishing attacks by which the attacker gets secret pass-
word of the user account and falsely accesses the user account to perform illegal
transfer of fund. The proposed protocol shows that in the present case our protocol
protects the users account and private data. The attacker would not be able to per-
form any illegal action, because of:

1. Figure 6 shows the first authentication of the user. As mentioned in step 5 of Fig.
6, the user has to produce login id and secret password to logon on bank server.
If phisher fraudulently acquires the users account password then he successfully
achieves the authentication of step 5 and subsequently step6, step 7 and step 8 of
Fig. 6. If organizations would rely on only user name and password authentica-
tion then any unauthorized person can easily acquires the control of user financial
account by means of some phishing attack. To avoid this situation we have pro-
posed additional authentication system - The TIC verification and authentication
to protect users accounts from various phishing attacks.
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2. In reference to Fig. 8 which shows the Second authentication of the user, any
transaction trying to access user account has to produce onetime valid TIC code
to the web authentication server according to steps 16 and 17of Fig. 4. At step
17 the authentication server would deny the falsely going transaction if it does
not find a valid TIC code from the user.

3. TIC codes are secret codes issued to valid account holdersand TICs are not
publicly accessible. It is a one time code for each online transaction and it is
randomly generated in nature so any phisher can not guess thenext TIC code of
user account.

7.1.2 Transmission of TICs over insecure channel

In Fig. 8, step 16 shows that a TIC code transmission from the users cell phone/PDA
to the web authentication server is strongly in encrypted format. So, it would not be
easy for phishing attackers to decrypt a TIC code to access the users private infor-
mation. Encryption techniques are discussed in more detailin Sect. 4.2. Moreover,
one TIC is used only once and then discarded.

7.1.3 If Phisher fraudulently acquire users secret password and also one TIC
code by some Phishing technique

This is an extreme scenario of phishing attack in the presentsystem by which at-
tacker gets the secret password of the user account with one TIC code and falsely
accesses user account to perform illegal transfer of fund. This protocol is safe in this
extreme situation and protects users confidentiality.

1. There is another major security factor of the presented protocol to protect users
from this extremely vulnerable condition. The system is secure in this condition
by multifactor authentication technique as mentioned in step 20 of Fig. 9.

2. In Fig. 9 of Sect. 5 shows third authentication of the user to the bank by SMS
confirmation. A SMS confirmation is a next factor which saves the user infor-
mation from malicious access of unauthorized users in this extreme situation. At
step 21 in Fig. 9 by replying “NO” to SMS confirmation the user can deny unau-
thorized access of account and take necessary action of changing of passwords
and secure their confidential information from attackers.

3. The TIC codes are pseudo random in nature so, if phishing attacker gets one TIC
code sample by some phishing technique, the phisher can not generate next TIC
code because TIC generation logic is strictly confidential at web authentication
server and we have assumed that banks and financial institutions are responsible
for time to time updating of TIC generation data and upgrading of TIC genera-
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tion algorithms.

4. If the user is getting continuous SMSs for web transactionconfirmations which
have not been initiated by them, the user can notify to the bank or financial insti-
tution and get replacement of all previously issued TIC codes to the user.

7.2 Security against virus attack on cell phones and PDAs

Mobile wireless devices, like cell phones and PDAs, are alsovulnerable to hack-
ers and viruses. Popular viruses “Cabir” and “CommWarrior.A,” could scan users
address book and phone numbers and transmit from mobile phones and BlackBer-
rys by using Bluetooth or via messages services without the knowledge of user
[25, 26, 27].

The proposed system is secure against mobile device virus attacks on the users cell
phone. The system is secure from the various virus attacks bythe following points:

1. The users always carry their cell phone with them so a SMS confirmation will
not be present in case of malicious transaction raised by anyunauthorized user,
who has gained access to the users confidential data through virus attacks.

2. The TICs are stored in an encrypted format and password protected, so the per-
son who has gained information illegally will still be unable to decrypt the TICs
and virus attacks would not be able to disturb the users data.

3. It is always recommended that to prevent inadvertently downloading a mobile
device virus through a Bluetooth connection, check the access permissions on
your Bluetooth settings and turn off user devices Bluetoothconnection when
they are not using it. The users can also use antivirus software on some mobile
platforms to protect themselves from viruses.

7.3 User Session Hijacking

An attack in which all users activities or operations are closely monitored by using
malicious software (“malware”) is known as user session hijacking. Session hijack-
ing malware can be reside users local computer, or remote as part of a “man-in-the-
middle” attack. To overcome this threat proposed secure protocol provides security
at the following steps:
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1. In Fig. 6 first authentication of the user to the bank, aftersuccessful completion
of step 5 and 6 authentication server creates a session id as mentioned in step 7
and 8 of Fig. 6. This session key would be transferred to the user in an encrypted
manner to create a secure session. Further Http requests from user should use
session id to make request to the server. If the server receives unauthorized Http
request which does not contain the session id generated by it, then the service
would be rejected.

2. The TIC codes are pseudo randomly generated by confidential algorithm; it is
a complicated code which can not be easily predicted by any person. The TIC
codes, which are one time code for each transaction, are cancelled by the web
authentication server from the database after each successful transaction. So, if a
man in the middle attacks on the user session to monitor user activities then he
will get a TIC that has already been cancelled.

3. Sensitive and confidential transaction information would be encrypted before
transmission over the channel. As mentioned at step 16 in Fig. 8, TIC trans-
mission over the user session is also in strongly encrypted format and secret
encryption key is uniquely generated by the web authentication server as shown
at step 7 and 8 of Fig. 6.

4. We have used 128-bit shared secret logic between server and client to transmit
unique secret key to the client on every login. So, there is noneed to transmit this
shared logic over the insecure medium since it is known at both ends.

5. Another factor of security is a SMS confirmation as mentioned in Fig. 9. A SMS
does not route on the same channel which has been used in online web transac-
tion. A SMS uses control channels over cellular networks. Security of the system
also depends on the security of the messages sent by SMS, which are encrypted
with A5/3 Algorithm [15].

7.4 Cell phone/PDA theft

A major drawback of handheld devices is that they can be lost or stolen. If user‘s
phone is lost or stolen, the user can suspend their wireless service to protect them-
selves against unauthorized access and charges. However, it is entirely possible that
an unauthorized person may try to initiate a transaction with lost/stolen cell phone.
This protocol protects the user from this contingency due tothe following reasons.

1. Due to above reason we assume people lose their mobile phones, they are typi-
cally reported lost and deactivated. Once deactivated, theuser will no longer be
able to receive SMS messages destined for user.
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2. Another important issue of security is that if some personhas stolen users cell
phone/PDA then that thief does not know the local password ofstored TICs of
users cell phone/PDA. If the users bank account password is known to thief still
he/she can not misuse the users account because thief has no access to the TIC
codes which are stored in an encrypted format with password protection.

3. If the users cell phone/PDA is lost or stolen it is stronglyrecommended that the
user should take necessary action of deactivation and make immediate request to
the bank for cancellation of the entire issued TICs to the user.

In addition to the above scenarios we have also considered some cases which
should be addressed in real implementations to maintain thereliability of the system.

7.5 Issues

We have considered below scenarios to address the various issues of real implemen-
tation of the system:

7.5.1 If merchant has generated invoice details and customer did not transfer
the payment or merchant bank did not receive the payment

Our background study shows that SET protocol is a popular protocol for online
payment. Our proposed work also shows that this protocol canbe extended for the
wireless networks and mobile devices. We referred SET strategy which is also ap-
plicable to this proposed system.
The bank confirms the successful completion of the transaction by sending them
a reference/transaction number for audit purposes. At the end of the day, it also
sends each merchant a database of the transactions which hadtranspired during the
day [10, 12]. The merchant would verify a received payment from the customers
everyday and dispatch the purchased goods after transfer offull payment from the
customer including taxes and shipping costs.

7.5.2 If Customer has transferred the payment and customer did not receive
the purchased goods

Another important issue is after transfer of payment if customer did not receive
the purchased goods. To avoid the possible of this case we have used the two way
authentication protocol as mentioned in Fig. 7, which authenticates the merchant
and their services. Merchant authentication shows that merchant is valid and bound
in legal terms and conditions of association to banking authority and it is secure for
customer to do commerce with authorized merchant.
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7.5.3 If cell phone has been stolen, how stored passwords aresecured on hand
held devices

If the cell phone has been stolen and the thief tries to break the security password
of TICs then the thief would not be able to easily break the security password be-
cause it is restricted by J2ME security model. The class loader in CLDC is a built-in
“bootstrap” , we can not replace or override or change configuration of class loader.
The user define class loaders can be eliminated by “Sandbox” security model re-
strictions [32].

When a MIDlet needs to store persistent information, it can use new record store.
All the persistent storages are shared by all Midlets installed on the device, the
TIC’s are stored in an encrypted format with the secret key known to the user which
is the password of TIC’s. A secret shared logic is also storedafter encryption as
mentioned in Sect. 4.2. This secret logic is stored in MIDletafter encryption with
pin code which is protected by the MIDlet security features.In MIDP 2.0 a MIDlet
suite can save data in a persistent storage area. The storageunit in J2ME CLDC is
the record store. Each MIDlet suite can have one or more record stores; these are
stored on the persistent storage of the device. A MIDlet is restricted by one protec-
tion domain defined by AMS (Application Management Software) to authenticate
the origin of a MIDlet: The authenticated MIDlet is qualifiedas trusted, otherwise,
it will be qualified as mistrusted. So, un-trusted applications require that sensitive
APIs can only be accessed through user permission.

7.5.4 If SMS is delayed or destroyed due to network congestion

While it is expected that to implement a functional m-commerce system it is a fun-
damental requirement that we have a fast and congestion freeconnectivity of wire-
less cellular network, we still consider the scenario of a SMS being lost. In order to
address this extreme situation we have implemented user session life time till TIC
verification and successful ACK from the bank.

The user session starts after successful login using user id/password and user can
logout to terminate the session after TIC validation and after getting an ACK from
the bank. A SMS uses a different channel of cellular network,so there is no need to
maintain the user session till the SMS confirmation. The bankauthentication server
notifies the user via SMS regarding the confirmation of payment transfer. If SMS
is delayed and bank authentication server did not receive any SMS confirmation
response in the pre-decided time interval, then the bank authentication server will
resend a SMS to the customer for the confirmation of the pending transaction. It is
entirely possible that the bank will receive more than one acknowledgement for the
same transaction. In this case it simply rejects the duplicate one. If the acknowl-
edgement does not come through after a specified length of time, or after a specified
number of SMS has been sent, then the authentication server would assume that the
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user is not interested in the transaction and would roll backthe actions taken with
respect to that transaction.

8 Advantages

Major advantages of the proposed protocols are:

1. It implements Multifactor Authentication in existing available infrastructure and
wireless protocols.

2. Privacy at every point over the insecure network. System maintains end to end
security in communication.

3. It supports mutual authentication to authenticate both the parties.

4. No need of any customization or modification to the existing network protocols.

5. Hybrid Encryption is used to protect data over insecure channel.

6. Protection against lost or stolen devices.

7. System is secure against unauthorized use of Credit Cards. Provides safeguard
over the existing card based payment system.

8. Protocol is secure against the man-in-the-middle attack.

9. Business units can also adopt this protocol to secure their B2B communication
with very slight modification to this protocol.

10. Application layer security solution for wireless payment system, with the existing
network and physical layer security.

9 Conclusion

Enterprises are increasingly taking advantage of wirelessnetworks to expand their
business and make mode of payment easy and reachable to everyuser. However, fi-
nancial transactions over these networks are vulnerable tovarious type of frauds and
attacks which introduce significant security concerns, especially as enterprises must
not only authenticate their customers and transactions, but must also implement a
mechanism for authentication of merchant or business organization. To address this
requirement we have introduced the application level security solution, secure web
authentication protocol is a multifactor authentication protocol. Protocol is extended
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as a Two Way Authentication to support mutual authentication and also suggested
that same solution can also be implemented to secure B2B communication with very
small modification to the protocol. Proposed system is secure against internet based
attacks. It is also secure in case of lost or theft of mobiles devices. The protocol can
be implemented within limited resources of a Java MIDP device, without any modi-
fication to the existing communication protocols or wireless network infrastructure.
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